We investigate the spin-dependent transport properties of a ferromagnetic/strained/normal graphene junctions with central region subjected to a magnetic field B. An analytical approach, based on Dirac equation, is implemented to obtain the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the charge carrier in three regions. Using the transfer matrix method, we determine the spin-dependent transmission in the presence of an applied strain along the armchair and zigzag directions of the graphene sample. We find that the strain remarkably modifies the Landau levels (LLs) originating from the applied B. It is shown that the spin up/down energy bands, in the first region, are shifted by the exchange H ex and left the whole spectrum linear as in the case of pristine graphene. In the central region, the position of the Dirac point changes due to the uniaxial strain and B. It is also found that the uniaxial strain in graphene induces a contraction of the LLs spectra. Moreover, the strain and B modify the shape and position of some peaks in the transmission probabilities.
Introduction
Graphene remains among the most fascinating and attractive subject in modern physics [1] . This is due to its peculiar physical properties, such as Klein tunneling [2] , which describes the tunneling behaviors of relativistic Dirac electrons through a potential barrier. Such an effect has already been observed experimentally [3] in graphene systems. Moreover, the dynamics of the charge carriers obeys a massless Dirac-like equation [4] . The quasi-particles in graphene exhibit a linear dispersion relation in the vicinity of the Dirac point as well as many excellent transport characteristics [1, 5] . Furthermore, the development of graphene also opens a new and promising route to nanoelectronics and spintronics because it has a high carrier mobility and small spin-orbit coupling in addition to a long spin coherence length that has reached more than one micrometer at room temperature [6] .
It is worth mentioning that the major challenge in designing spintronic devices is the difficulty in generating, controlling and detecting spin polarized currents. The charge carriers in graphene are, in general, not spin polarized. However, the spin polarization is an important concept for novel spintronics application. Recently, it has been suggested [7] that spin polarized carriers can be realized by depositing a ferromagnetic insulator such as EuO on graphene. This can induce an exchange proximity interaction [7, 8] . Under the influence of exchange field in ferromagnetic graphene on charge carriers, the current of the system split into spin up and spin down current components. This effect is due to the so-called Zeeman effect, which gives rise to spin polarization. The deposition of ferromagnetic insulator EuO on the graphene sheet was experimentally realized [9] . It has been theoretically predicted that the spin current can be controlled by gate voltages [7, 10] , magnetic barriers [11, 12] and local strain [13, 14] .
Graphene, a one-atom-thick film, exhibits a truly two-dimensional nature, which is considered as a flexible membrane. Thus, it is possible to connect mechanical properties with the electronic ones. This opens the way to investigate the interplay between elastic and electronic properties [15] [16] [17] . The electronic properties of graphene based nanostructures can be tuned by performing a deformation on the graphene sample [7, [18] [19] [20] . The applied strain in graphene can be controlled using different methods [16] . The application of a strain on graphene sheet acts on the Dirac fermions as a pseudomagnetic field [21] . Experimentally, it has been found that the application of strain on graphene nanobubble leads to a huge pseudo-magnetic field (< 300 T ), that has never been created in the laboratory [15] . Thus, a uniaxial strain larger than 23% in the zigzag direction can generate a transport gap in the transmission [22, 23] . Importantly, mechanical strains in graphene can also shift the Dirac points, which causes the Dirac fermions to have asymmetrical velocity v x = v y [17, 24] .
We plan to investigate the effect of an applied magnetic field on the spin transport properties of a ferromagnetic/strained/normal graphene junctions. The present system is made up of three regions where the central one is subjected to the uniaxial strain and B. After writing down the Hamiltonian for each region, we solve the corresponding Dirac equation to obtain eigenspinors and eigenvalues. Using the boundary conditions together with transfer matrix approach, we determine the transmission probabilities in terms of the physical parameters. The strain effects (along armchair and zigzag directions) on the transmission for zero and non-zero magnetic field will be analyzed. We show that strain reduces the transmission along the zigzag direction and increases the transmission along the armchair direction.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2, we set the theoretical model involving the Hamiltonians describing each region of our system. These will be used to separately solve Dirac equation to obtain the solutions of the energy spectrum and in particular the Landau levels in the central region. In section 3, we explicitly determine the corresponding transmission probabilities in terms of the physical parameters. In section 4, We numerically analyze our results under suitable configurations of the physical parameters characterizing our system. We conclude our work in the final section.
Model for a uniaxial strained graphene
We consider a graphene based system, which is made of three regions as shown in Figure 1(a) . A ferromagnetic/strained/normal graphene junction, where a uniaxial strained graphene sheet of width ω is sandwiched between a ferromagnetic and normal metal which are deposited, respectively, on the left and right regions. Deposing a ferromagnetic metal, such as EuO, on graphene can induce an exchange proximity interaction, which can be treated as an effective exchange field [7, 8] . In the central region, we apply a magnetic field perpendicular to the graphene layer along the z-direction. The effective Hamiltonian describing the quasi-particles in this graphene-based system in the presence of a magnetic field can be written aŝ
where v F = 10 6 m/s is the Fermi velocity, σ x and σ y are Pauli matrices in pseudospin space, σ 0 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix, η = +/ − 1 refer to up/down spin orientation, H ex is the exchange field, ω , as shown in Figure 1 (b) [25] [26] [27] . In addition, the potential barrier V 0 will lift the linear voltage drop completely because of V 0 is induced by the strain or by an additional gate in the middle region of width ω. In this work, we consider a magnitude of the strain limited within 20%, which means that the energy gap cannot be opened up [16] . The conjugate momenta in the Landau gauge are given by
and due to the continuity, the vector potential in the three regions takes the form
with l B ≡ c eB is the magnetic length and i = I, II, III labels the three regions. Now we can rewrite the Hamiltonian aŝ
and the components q x and q y , measure the wave vector displacements from the shifted Dirac points [26] , such that
with two quantities k 0 ≈ 1.6 and a 0 = 0.142 nm. By considering the conservation of the transverse wave vector k y and using (7-9), we can write the eigenspinors of these quasi-particles, moving along the ±x-directions, in all regions as Φ ± (x, y) = ψ ± (x)e iky y . Thus, the solution in the ferromagnetic region I can be obtained as (11) where g η =sign(E + ηH ex ), the angle and wave vector are given by
giving rise to the eigenvalues
In the third region III we get the solution (14) with χ =sign(E + V b ), the angle and wave vector read as
and the corresponding eigenvalues are
In the strained region II the components of the eigenspinors are no longer plane waves because of the potential drop. To arrive at approximate results, we have split region 2 into series of reasonably uniform widths a = ω/N ≫ a 0 (see Figure 1 (b)), whose potential is considered almost constant. In such case, these components can be considered approximately as plane waves with α j = j × a (j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N ) and N is the number of narrow layers. The Hamiltonian of j th narrow layer is given by
satisfying the eigenvalue equation
which can explicitly be written as
. (20) Making use of the variable change
and strain parameter α = 1−λyε 1−λxε to map (19) (20) as
which can be solved by introducing the usual bosonic operators
satisfying the commutation relation [a, a † ] = I. Thus, we write
giving rise to the second order differential equation for
It is clear that (26) is similar to that describing the harmonic oscillator in one dimension and therefore we can identify ψ A II to be a harmonic oscillator eigenstate ψ A II ∼| n − 1 (27) associated to the eigenvalues
and the second spinor component can be obtained by injecting (27) into (25) 
It is convenient to work with the parabolic cylindrical functions
and express the solution in the central region as
where the components are given by
with (a j , b j ) are two constants and we have set the quantity
It is clearly seen that the above solutions show strong dependency on the strain and magnetic field effects. In the forthcoming analysis, we will study their influence on the transmission of the charge carriers trough the considered potential barrier.
Transmission probabilities
We analyze the strain effect on the transmission probability in ferromagnetic/strained/normal graphene junction under magnetic field. To determine the transmission and reflection probabilities, we use the corresponding current densities
where (j
are, respectively, the probability current density of the incident, reflected and transmitted waves. For a relativistic quasi-particle propagating along the positive x-direction, the current density is given by
and therefore we derive the results
leading to the probabilities
To go further, we need to determine the transmission t η and reflection r η coefficients. Indeed, since the quasi-particles have normalized probability densities, then we can write the eigenspinors corresponding to the three regions as
where different eigenspinors in x-direction take the forms
with j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N and N is the number of narrow layers. To determine the coefficients r η , t η , a j and b j using the continuity equations, we define the shorthand notations
The continuity of the eigenspinors (41) at each interface results in a set of equations. Indeed, at the x j (j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N ), we have, respectively, for x = 0, x = a, x = 2a · · · and x = N a = ω
. . .
which can be cast as
e ikxw e −ikxw χe ikxw e iφ −χe −ikxw e −iφ t η 0 (51) or equivalently to
e ikxw e −ikxw χe ikxw e iφ −χe −ikxw e −iφ
where we have set the quantities
We show that (52) can be written in compact form as
and the coefficients are given by
leading to the transmission and reflection probabilities
The obtained results so far will be analyzed numerically and discussed using some suitable selections of the physical parameters characterizing our system.
Results and discussions
We will investigate the physical behavior of our system using a numerical implementation of the previous theoretical model to compute the energy spectrum, transmission probability and examine the magnetic field and strain effects. First, we define nanostructures derived from graphene, called nanorrubans of graphene. These are unidimensional graphene-based structures as shown in Figure 1 , which possess remarkable properties especially under the effects of the electric and magnetic fields. For this, we consider two typical strain directions including the zigzag (θ = 0) and armchair (θ = π 2 ) directions.
Before proceeding to discuss spin-dependent transmission, we will study the respective energy spectrum in each region of the considered device. In the left region (I) the dispersion relation is described by (13) and the energy bands are illustrated in Figure 2(a) . We clearly see that the spin up and down bands are shifted by an amount equal to the exchange energy H ex and left the whole spectrum linear as in the case of pristine graphene. The dispersion relation, in the right region (III) is described by (16) and in Figure 2 (b) we show the energy spectrum for different values of the magnetic filed B. We observe that for zero magnetic field, the energy bands are linear and similar to those in pristine graphene, but shifted down by V b due to the bias. By increasing B, we see that the energy spectrum is still linear, but the Dirac point is shifted and such shift is as a consequence of the uniaxial strain applied in the central region (II) as already found in [26] . In the central region (II), the story is completely different because besides the strain effect we have also a perpendicular magnetic field that leaves the energy spectrum quantized, which results in the so-called Landau levels (LLs), see (28) . The evolution of the LLs spectra as a function of the strain ε is shown in Figure 4 (a). To thoroughly examine the effect of strain on LLs, we rewrite (28) as
where
is the cyclotron frequency and ξ = (1 − λ x ε)(1 − λ y ε) is a parameter of strain.
Moreover, one sees that the first term in (57) is similar to that corresponding to pristine graphene in magnetic field B apart from a renormalization of the Fermi velocity v * F = ξv F [28] . Furthermore, ξ is considered as a parameter to measure the contraction or the expansion (ξ < 1 or ξ > 1) of the LLs spectra under the same magnetic field. It should be noticed that the limiting case ξ = 1 corresponds actually to pristine graphene.
In Figure 3 , we show the evolution of the ξ parameter as a function of the strain ε. It is clearly shown that, ξ = 1 for ε = 0 (v * F = v F ), which corresponds to pristine graphene and confirm what we have already mentioned above. By increasing the strain ε, the parameter ξ decreases [28] and automatically v * F decreases. From this Figure, it is clearly seen that whatever the strain deformation (under 20 %) we have ξ < 1, which means that the LLs are contracted compared to the pristine graphene. From Figure 4 (a), we clearly see that under the same magnetic field, the energy decreases by increasing the magnitude ε of the uniaxial strain. Moreover, the distance between the LLs decreases as well by increasing ε. Thus, the LLs spectra are contracted, which means that ξ < 1, as compared to pristine graphene (ξ = 1). This can be explained by the fact that the induced uniaxial strain affects the cyclotron orbital motion. It is important to mention that this result is similar to that obtained in [29] . To show the effect of the applied magnetic field, we plot the energy as a function of the magnetic field in Figure 4(b) . Note that the LLs spectra (28) depend on the square root of both the level index n and the magnetic field B. From this Figure, we can show that for zero magnetic field the energy is not degenerate and by increasing B the LLs increase and become degenerate.
As we mentioned earlier, the strain can be applied along either the ZZ or AC directions. In Figure 5 we show the spin-dependent transmission probability as a function of the energy for different strengths of the strain along the ZZ and AC directions, respectively. We notice that when the deformation is increased along the ZZ direction (θ = 0) or AC direction (θ = π 2 ), it is found that the zone in which the transmission is minimal can reach zero at a certain values of the energy (i.e. transmission gap) corresponding to the forbidden band. Moreover, introducing a ZZ strain leaves the transmission profile almost unchanged such that the associated peaks are located at fixed energy. However, the overall transmission probability is significantly reduced, see Figure 5 (a). In addition, when the strain follows the ZZ direction, the forbidden zone becomes larger by increasing the strength of the strain. In contrast, when we introduce a ZZ strain the transmission gap (i.e. T = 0) becomes wider by decreasing the strength of the strain as shown in Figure 5(a) . Moreover, we notice that the peaks in the spin up and down probabilities, for large E, are shifted in energy by the exchange term value |H ex |. For example, the spin up (η = 1) peak in the transmission probability for the AC direction with ε = 0.1 is situated at E ≈ 10.7 meV and thus the counterpart peak in the spin down (η = −1) is located at E − H ex ≈ 10.1 meV . On the other hand, applying the AC strain to the sample completely alters the transmission profile and increase the overall transmission, see Figure 5 (b). This is a manifestation of the different band structure alignments along the carrier propagation direction induced by the ZZ and AC strains. Figure 6 shows the transmission probability as a function of the width ω of the strained region for up/down spin and two values of the energy. It is clearly seen that, for a fixed value of the energy, the transmission is maximal for a very thin barrier. By increasing the width of the central region, the transmission decreases until it reaches zero at a specific value of ω. It is important to note that the transmission, for the two values of the energy, are nearly the same for both AC and ZZ strains. On the other hand, the spin up transmission, for a thin barrier, is larger than the spin down one. By increasing ω, the situation will be reversed and the spin down transmission becomes larger then the spin down one for both AC and ZZ strains. In Figure 7 , we plot the transmission probability as a function of the energy for different values of the magnetic length. It is found that, like in Figure 5 , the transmission is minimal and reaches zero at certain values of the energy, which corresponds to a forbidden zone. Moreover, one can clearly show that by increasing the magnetic field the forbidden zone becomes wider. Note that the forbidden zone will be widened if the deformation is along the AC direction. We observe that the forbidden zone corresponding to spin up transmission is always larger than that of spin down for both ZZ and AC strains. In addition, we see clearly that some peaks are shown up and their energy positions vary with tuning the magnetic field. We notice that the transmission difference between spin up and spin down is small before the forbidden zone. However, the difference becomes more important for large values of the energy. In Figure 8 , we investigate the transmission as a function of the bias V b for different strain magnitudes. It is clearly shown that, for V b = 0 we have a transmission that decreases until it reaches a minimal value by increasing the bias. For large values of the bias, the transmission starts increasing and exhibits some oscillations that are, then, relatively damped. It is important to note that the spin up and down transmission have almost the same form, but the spin down transmission is always larger. For the AC strain, we see that the transmission increases up to a specific value and then reaches almost a constant value. Moreover, when the bias V b is near zero (for the AC strain) the transmission is maximal, which is not the case for the ZZ strain.
Conclusion
We have investigated the transport properties of a ferromagnetic/strained/normal graphene junctions where a magnetic field is applied in the central region. After writing down the corresponding Hamiltonian, the eigenvalue equation has been solved in each region composing our system to end up with the solutions of the energy spectrum. These have been used together with the transfer matrix approach and density current to determine the transmission and reflection probabilities in terms of the physical parameters characterizing our system.
Our numerical results showed that in the first region (I) the spin up and down bands are shifted by an amount equal to the exchange energy H ex and left the whole spectrum linear as in the case of pristine graphene. However, in the third region (III), it is found that the energy bands are still linear like in the case of pristine graphene, but shifted down by V b . Moreover, by changing the values of the applied magnetic field, the position of the Dirac point changes due to the uniaxial strain. In the strained region (II) we have showed that the application of deformation leads to a renormalization of the Fermi velocity, i.e. v * F = ξv F and the magnetic field leaves the energy spectrum quantized, which results in the so-called Landau Levels (LLs). As a results, we have found that due to the applied strain, the LLs are contracted with respect to the pristine graphene. Our numerical results showed also that by increasing the strain magnitudes, under the same magnetic field, both the energy and distance between the LLs decrease, which is due to the fact that the applied strain affects the cyclotron orbital motion.
We have studied the transmission probabilities, for two directions of strain including zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC), as a function of the incident energy, width of the central region and electrostatic grate V b . It is found that the transmission exhibits a forbidden zone (T = 0), at a certain values of the energy, when the strain deformation is along either the ZZ or AC directions. In addition, the width of this zone increases by increasing the strength of the strain along the ZZ direction but decreases for the AC strain. The situation was quite different by tuning the applied magnetic field because the width of the forbidden zone increases with decreasing magnetic field for either the ZZ or AC strain directions. Therefore, some peaks occur in the transmission and their energy position are changed by altering the strain magnitude. Moreover, we have observed that, for low energy, the difference between the spin up and down transmission is small before the forbidden zone and becomes more important after that. On other hand, we have found that by increasing the width of the strained region the transmission decreases and reaches zero. Moreover, the transmission increases to reach a minimal value for small values of the electrostatic gate V b and as long as V b is increased the transmission increased up to a specific value and reached almost constant. The spin up and down transmission have almost the same form, but the spin down transmission is almost always larger.
